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PRESIDENT IIARDIIiG CLOSES MEET

cum

ICATESOTC

YOUNG GIRL

JUT.IPED FROM TRAIN

ATTACKED

PROVED FATAL

"SLOPPY JACK" LEWIS FOULLY

JO

i

AG

VUfl

A!l
IIIS BODY CHOPPED
Leaving their ranch home in
Saturday night, February 4, Idaho, Duane and Douglas
as Miss Adeline Ortez was gothought to take in
to her home from the J. C. Campbell
ing
of the coun
sections
different
GREAT
ALL
MINDS
OF
GREATEST COMBINATION OF
Penney store,- and while near try seeking work. They went OIL POURED OVER THE LIFELESS
PEACE
WORLD
NATIONS DECIDE ON TERMS OF
the residence of C. N. Cotton from
AND FIRE STARTED TO DESTROY;
place to place and no
on Azetc avenue, some one
POWERS SIGN DOCUMENTS.
'
Galin
it 9 'l
work,
landing
finally
HEINOUS CRIME.
suddenly attacked her, strik- lup, and learning of the
several
in
the face
ing her
Land and Lumber ComFeb. 6.
WASHINGTON,
seemly for me, as the only chief times, breaking her nose and pany place, and knowing that
iThe history making conference of government so situated as to bruising her face. She was the best way to get there was BOB ROBERTS AND ASSISTANTS SECURE CONFESSION
n.. crreu
xne nome oi
AS TO TI1S
THAT CLEARS AWAY ALL MYSTERY
to hop a freight and ride as far!
;on the limitation of armaments be able to address the confer-- near ran
'
"
and
into
the
PARTIES.
GUILTY
railing
to
yard,
came
eastern
,1
ence,
speak congratulations!
as Thoreau, from there they
,jand far
questions
fright and exhaustion, could walk to camp in the near
Hto its end today with the sig- and to offer the thanks of our, from Errett
made for his gun,
ning of treaties and a farewell nation, our people; perhaps lMr.
fountains. They crawled a
to
capture the man, by
From time to time this paper has heralded the news in the
r' address by President Harding. dare volunteer to utter them for thinking
at Gallup, facing zero
freight
Mr.
before
ran
he
away
"'
own
gratifica-jbut
world.
My
At the conclusion of the the
rode out to Thoreau. matter of the murder of "Sloppy". Jack Lewis. Several arrests
could get back from his weather,
Errett
to
tion'is
President
of
my
beyond
capacity
Here
r ceremony signing,
they jumped from the have been made, une aner anomer, ana au, or moat - u,
room.
;
express.
the younger, 18 turned loose.
Douglas,
"'Harding delivered his address
train,
Miss Ortez was taken to the
Lewis was anions one of
J
rit
"Slnnnv"
landed
mnrsW
of
age,
safely,
formally closing the confer-"enc- e "This conference has wrought
years
as he formally had a truly great achievement. It is hospital and medical aidto ren- but Duane, age 20, was badly many of just such crimes committed in this section for the last;
dered. It was necessary
op:
It is not known just forty years.
''
opened it a little more than hazardous sometimes to speak crate on her nose
so that her injured.
in order to rehe
landed
twelve weeks ago.
how
will
I
and
be face would not be disfigured.
in superlatives
23, 1921, Frank Lewis was murdered, his stare
April
ceive such fatal injuries, but .Kt,a
tn th store, the bodv of Lewis found la
tfcan r,ro
restrained. But I will say with
Harding's Address.
Miss Ortez has been em his left
Premade
The address
leg was broken in ten the conflagration almost consumed by the flames.
by
every confidence that the faith ployed at the J. C. Penney
t
his head badly
Clue after clue was run aown, ana no resuiw. men,
sident Harding follows:
plighted here today, kept in Company store for some time. places and west
.
bound
A
crushed.
into
pasmemthe
woven
and
"Mr. Chairman
national honor, will mark the She j8 very popuiar among our
together
little the threads of evidence were
two by
the
uu
brought
of
senger
10
new
mu
a
we
better
bers of the conference :
and
urai
woof and warp of guilt, gum pointing
beginning
d people and many have brothers into
for medi another.
.
"Nearly three months ago it epoch in human progress.
at
the brutal cal attention Gallup
regrets
expressed
for the injured
was my privilege to utter to
were placed in the county
Indians
three
"It is not to proclaim the manner in which . the pretty
time
Some
'
ago
boy, and Dr. Willson, the resiyou sincerest wordB of welcome odiousness of perfidy or in- - young girl was attacked,
being held for some time they were kmum.
dent Santa Fe surgeon, with jail. Afterweek
- to the capitol of our republic, to
not
Undersheriff Bob Roberts and his assistant'
has
The
This
party
famy.
guilty
Drs. Clark and Cantrell of the
suggest the spirit in which you
is
Brock caused the arrest of the same three Indians.
"It is not pretended that the been apprehended, and it
. were invited and to intimate the
Clinic, did all that Brandy
Gallup
some
one
were put thru the frrill resulting in one of tnenr
limithe
did
Indians
and
These
the
of peace
thought
could be done, death coming to
in which you were pursuit
atmosphere
of armament are new ardly act thru a fit of jealousy, the young man while he was making a confession, this confession implicating other Indians;
"
asked to confer.
The J. C. Penney Company on the
There is no doubt but what the mystery of the murder of
or that the confer- table in the
operating
"In a very general way, per-- ' conceits,
of
Lewis is being cleared up and that the guilty parties will be
ence is a new conception either store has offered a reward
hospital.
haps, I ventured to express a in settlement of war or in 20O for the apprehension,
to justice.
...
Telegraphic communication brought
for the things towards
iron clad notion among our people
be
an
to
seems
,hope
There
conscience of inter- - rest and conviction of the par with
the
the mother at Tetonia,
; which
our aspirations led us. national
that they will- not be
relationship. Indeed, ty who so foully treated the Idaho, was answered with that if Indians are accused of murder
is
it
greater
my
pricertain
pressure- can be
"Today
it is not new to have met in the young girl, and this reward $200 to take the body of the "found guilty." It appears that
no matter nowj
Indians
the
clear
vilege, and even greater pleas-ur- realization of war's supreme may go a long ways towards dead
to
to
bear
guilty
bov home, as this amount brought
to come to make acknowl
evidence
them.
A.
the
conven
the
party.
against
iThe
right
finding
strong
Hague
penalties
enough for the etfIt is one of the su- - iirt'n
Herald wi spar no name nor no person IT
edgment.
From all that Miss Ortez was" liftmore
The
Pxamnles nf the one.
or
Galltfp
to
be
had
money
' preme compensations of life to
penses,
who the guilty party or parties are to such a
the conference of Vienna, of .could tell about the affair, It i.
before the body could we can find
"contemplate a worth while ac- - Berlin, of Versailles, are out- - certain that the rascal in- raised
of shielding murderers, no matter whether
scheme
damnable
home.
'
'
; complishment.
or who.
to disfigure her face, be shipped
whites
tended
are
Indians,
Thus, we see the fatal end they
Col. 4).
( Continued on Pajre 4
civilization
"It cannot be other than
that
of
to
that
advanced
world
stage
has
she being a very pretty girl,
The
of a young man as he seeks
allowed to exercise such powers
be
should
individual
and to disfigure her face was ing
no
single
brighter fields, in other lands, as will shield a cold blooded murderer.
no doubt his intentions.
,
end costing his mother
the
Last reports from the hosFrank Lewis w as an honest man. He was everybody s
him
from
SIX COMPLETED TREATIES, 10 SEPAhave
to
kept
enough
friend. He would help an Indian or anybody else. He had no
pital state thatofthe young lady
RATE DECLARATIONS AND 14 RESOlis coming out
her fright and want for many months. termi- enemies. He chose to be an "Indian Trader" to sell merIt is a sad story that
fine shape
chandise to Indians. Because he made his choice as such is no
LUTIONS RESULTS OF CONFERENCE nervous shock in will
heal up nates in disaster. Youths be- reason why three of four or more human beings should betray
and that her face
come dissatisfied. Minds ten- his confidence, beat him over the head, kill him, rob his store,
which the United States, G vat nicely.
Six
Feb. (.
WASHINGTON,
der and unused to hardships, then set firt to all, go their way as hellions, just for the sake
Britain, Japan, trance and Italy
treaties, two otheTS
HOOP-Lcompleted
A
SUCCESS.
capiconvert
ambitious to get away from of a few trinkets of silver, or a few pounds of flour, or maybe
agree to scrap or
agreed to in substance, fourteen
to
the
went
tal
If
ships.
anybody
or
the parental home, in order to a pound or two of bacon.
resolutions und ten separate
2 The submarine and pmscn
office and asked for be free and easy, seek empjoy
ticket
Frank Lewis would have gladly given any Indian a square
joint declarations of national poli'ive
the
same
gas treaty, to which
tanone
has
no
back
their
money
and
icy comprise the formal and conment
independence.
meal, or a warm place to sleep, or a few pieces of money, or
power are signatories.
a
gible contribution of the arms
Hoop-Lit
of
that
as
heard
Pacific
3 The four power
Later on in years,
ienty
experi anything to help along any human at any time, and without
ference negotiations to history.
start
which the United States, Great
from
them
hard
its
by
up
rubbed
ence
whooped
has
By the major agreement of the
Britain, France and Japan agree to finish. One of the big sur 'knocks into our lives, we be- price.His bodv was found by friends a charred object that rein
conference, the great powers put a
one
another's rights
to respect
limit on their naval strength in
prise was that there are so come satisfied with milder and sembled the' huge trunk of an animal, roasted burned to a
relation to their insular possessubmarine
'
'many actors and actresse in 'gentler things, with less of the crisp why?
capital chips, abjure
sions in the Pacific.
warfare against commerce and use
Far Eastern (Gallup
4 The
the
and
ana
such
a pass?
to
come
general
vicinity
has
and
Great God,
hurrah,
things
(hurry
of poison gas, give China a new
treaty between the United States,
is full of them.
is
world
woods
whole
are
is
the
about, and it is time,
our
what
This
talking
that
people
bill of rights bused on territorial
France,
Great Britain,
Japan,
of
fun
netted
in
all
two
and
see
to
The
of
the
such
a
and
door,
talk?
cause
too
nights
open
to
remove
the
integrity,
big job
Portugal
jfar
Itti'y, China, Belgium,
sot up a new international record
and the Netherlands binding each ;the Kiwanis Oiub a neat sum. 'one life time, we settle down
to preserve peace in the Pacific. In
of them to respect China's
the exact amount will be given land are satisfied with just the
high-clesThe contest for
BOXING CONTEST
addition Great Britain declares her
the onen door policy is to be next issue. The plan proved
around
world
that's
next
night, Feb.
big
Wednesday
intention to restore
great
allied in detail and every opporso us.
k
to be better than
as we see the multi
to China and Japan hands back
American 15, promises to be the greatest
to be given the Chinese
strain
Once
is
Then,
the
tunity
As F. S. Lawrence tudes of restless youths hobolicitation.
Shantung and promises to withpeople to develop a stable governwill entertain the pub of all.
draw from Siberia as soon as conment.
"We can't expect to get ing towards every point of the Legion
said:
a clean program oi
lic
with
ditions there are established
adhered
5 The Chinese traffic,
Spider Kelly and Young
this time between Sni Wallace
anything oiu oi me niwam.-Clu- b compass, we are touched with
These are the six treaties which,
to by the same nations.
are game sports and
unless we put something pitv and compassion.
6 The
of Tucson, Arizona, will An their best to ffive all
Shantung treaty, beder
during the 12 weeks of negotiaKelly
which
in
to
it."
tween Japan and China, by
tions here, have been brought
It is all the way of life and and ioung Wallace ot ivaton, more than their money's worth.
final completion:
The Kiwanis Club of Gallup we mortals who live.
Shantung is restored to Chinese
New Mexico.
control.
1
Naval limitation treaty, by
is a live number.
The side bouts have been arAmerican
The
Legion
MEDALS ON DISPLAY
wishes it distinctly understood ranged with great care, anl
Vint these hoxinir contests are these alone will be worth the
LOWER AWAY!
The rUsnlav of medals in the
clean and that ladies price. Among the local listen
Bar
show window of the McKinley strictly
are invited to attend, ine will be Pet George, Dave
Mexican
fnnntv Abstract & Investment
the last ella, Young Fritz,
show the in- - bouts pulled off duringdirection Kid, Battling Wilhelm and Jot
under
weeks
the
few
ttnW heincr taken to pull off. of the American Legion were Brown.
athletic meet for
AND DECLARES NEW ERA OF PEACE
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side-wal-

the biggest
McKinley county in me nisioryj
nf the State. Fact, this will be
the first meet held by anyi

. 1tfv,',A
XT
Ciimol
J.. m incw
r.ouniv
iucaji.u.
time in April, so it is an-

nounced, this meet will take
place. There are 28 medals
and three cups. supi. n. vv.
Brose has put up four of the
medals.

Watch for date

and

plete, program.
GET a" COPY
The l;ft issue of

com-

"The

Earth," the official magazine

the Santa Fe Railway System, carries much valuable information about New Mexico.
The McKinley County Chamber of Commerce ha3 been supplied with a number of extra
copies and these will be given
to any who wil ask for them,
either call for them or write.
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NEW POPE WON RED HAT BY WORK
IN POLAND; HAS LIBERAL TENDENCIES
p
Cardinal Achille Ratti,
several
for
was
of Milan,
years Papal Nuncio in Poland
where his discharge of important
pcclegiastical functions when the
acute
Polish
question became
earned for him the esteem of Benedict XV and the gratitude of Vatican authorities. It wan because of
this service that the red hat was
conferred upon him on June. 18,
1921, when a similar honor was bestowed on Cardinal Laurenti.
Rattl was born in
Cardinal
Desio, Italy, March 31, 1857. For
many years he was librarian of
the Ambrosian library and archives at Milan. Later he became
librarian of the Vatican. In this
position he remained until the new
republic of Poland established official relations with the Vatican at
Arch-liisho-

,

which time Rattl was appolnUd
archbishop and was aaaigned to
Poland as the reprewnUtivt of
,;
Holy See.
That country was then torn wlta
the estrangements from re 11 "Ton
brought about by the communiitie
propaganda from soviet RoacU
and Archbishop Rattl counteract!
the spread of radicalism. Ho a ao
won the esteem of Polish OithoUco
dtstltarti
by his efforts In behalf of. war.
children orphaned by the
Cardinal Battf as the Archbk.
of 'Milan presides over ont of 1
archdioceses 1.
mot Important beliw
a froat 1
Italy. The city
eentar, one of its r-- n i
iiuirements is that
shall possess a thon 1 1
t I '
edgt of politWl
lems. Ha Is kJ
reputed to have I
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INTERESTING MATTER FOR OUR

Page
Automobile and Garage
THE NEWS
PHONE 95, AND TELL
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NEWS SERVICE

US

the Business of Our Auto
to
Brighten
Character
News
of
a Strictly
end Garage Industry Information

f
And oarage ieepen.
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-

1

ceive greater rates for their
the charge of heresy if 'After Highways Are service.
cuously
a
Christ
faces
Church
of
The
our
And
is
men
of
prayer.
differ witn mem auu
Palo Alto Times :
Pounded to Pieces
transmission is hardly work road today that is filled with othershave
a militant distrust of
"There is indisputable juaw
denominationalism
ruts
of
they
the
there
A
few
years ago
ing.
which difmethods
use
who
all
in the request of the rail,
tice
oucm.
"
WHAT?
CDrm aU tlirn; Hold fart' to was a daily aiiar in we numeiwmt
from their own. But in this
fer
that competition be eq,
road
wu
era
a
Kruss
iiiaiciiaiioni
oi
dom
devout
cnnstian,
I TW 5:20 of every
should we exualized by charging the com.
in and out of the church. Morn on which are to be found long modern age why faith in the
mercial motorized vehicles for
steep grades of indifference press our religious
ex(CXta far "& Canny Htraii). lag or evening, and sometimes
use of the highway in some
The church must not be ham same way in which men
(Public Opinion as Reflected by
was
the
both, the whole family
theirs centuries ao?
resis
CALIFORNIA NEWSPAPERS).
internal
pressed
form of taxation."
Dered
any
for
by
adequate
prayer
gathered together
1922 model church Truth is, of course, the same in
The
tance.
Laconic:
Lankerahim
A
meditation.
blessing
and
.
ksw KU raod:l car. Thar was asked upon the food at is a spiritual church.
every age. But the needs of Hanford Journal:
"Our
agitation against prf.
lxUst ntwi
follow
men differ from age to age and
Lubricant Needed.
"Who is wearing out our vate parties,- - companies and
mealtime. And every church
and
expression
the
old
business
application
How often did the
k
highways? Not the
prayer ser
eo to had its
using our boulemiss fire on the up- of truth must therefore change and pleasure cars operated by corporations
church
with
the
now
vice.
But
press
their roadbeds to
for
vards
fetor
intc
tlx
to
Science,
of
the
from
age.
the ignition
age
the neoDle who paid for
transact a freighting busmen
cad their eager of other things we have si grade becausewas
car ti tc!i
in vention, discovery, education, roads and are paying for their
willingness
ca
the
lenced
first
lacking
altar,
family
of
detail
trtnr
have
crtJ rr
The
developed maintenance. No. they are be with overloaded trucks at ne
official cylinder.
fin- some
philosophy
At imjiw iney then grace at the table and
Is
with the centuries.
religion ing hammered to pieces by the expense to them has been the
to fel its throb ally the prayer of the mid only thing to do was to swing
cause of considerable com
still.
stands
realm
that
laden passenger cars ment and much action.
With these into low. Time was consumed the only
week service.
heavily
whL Amid three
made Jesus assuredly answered tnis and overloaded trucks that are
important bolts missing and little progress was
decide
"The Chamber of Commerce
man when He declared that the heinor oDerated by individuals
some
reason
that
the
for
is
it
in
the
transmission,
any
eU ear will no longer
the
like
was
taken up the fight to save
God
of
in
has
not
function
did
Kingdom
woman
the
or
of
for profit at the expense
purpeae and they wonder that the great church
tidr
boulevards' and their or
seed which grew. A
mustard
the
of
or
to
his
her
final
failed
place
in
responsibu
the
1921
model,
analysis
machine,
'l
c-a IK2 model.
people. So,
it
is in dead earnest.
livinir.
vital
grows;
a
or
thing
church
is
The
built
ganization
highly
ity.
I
J the . oeone
Live 'joa considered the deliver the power she might?
. .
r - - r - .of California
,1 - J These truck
aeaa
when
and
machine
iroes
iorwara
oniy
freighters must be
the
a
roaaoea
that
The
ganized
are
keeps
only
of the 1922 model
thing
and
maintaining
stand
to
remain
the
same;
for maintance 6f
work
as
does
made
not
it
veone
things
pay
the
part
much the transmission running is
for common carriers, whose
tlrrxi, aad how model
or get off."
still.
the
affects
the
should
morn
it
highways
roads
formal
the
workings
7
prayer,
pastoral
As
are
hicles
tearing up
rcrfJ cseda that
the
machine.
In
whole
Leandro
the
San
of
the
one
of
Reporter:
day
Results Best Test
tliak back over some of ing and night,
many times more rapidly than
"If automobile companies
the pas- past the church has piloted
would go to pieces if they
fci disappointing experiences week; the prayers of the
of
test
they
Now
the
pragmatic
want to haul our freight and
occa- civilization over the dangerous
the
for
used
were
cf the past year, as we remem- tor and his wife; and
purpose
only
anything is its results. Think
in- passengers they should be
ber oar lack of tull equipment; sional private prayer at vari- roads of skepticism and blazed ing
to prove the soundness of for which they were really
of
moral
to build their own roads,
trail
conscious'
of
the
intervals
laythe loaa of power because of ous irregular
tended."
their position, the Fundamen
to
she
her
is
ness.
If
at
women.
least
men
keep
or
and
they should charge
lack
a
of
transmission;
or regain talists in the Baptist denomina
us to pay the
and
enable
less
railbrieation; failure of Ignition;
of
And yet the world never place of leadership,
the
"If the business
tion of Illinois insisted that a
be
if
it
lost,
that
taxes
every
bonds for
and
place
our
how
often
aad
progress
it
is depleted by the com- necessary
.
main(cylinder in the organization survey be made as to the re roads
and
construction
the
waa retarded because we were .!!2!uul".:5!
"
must be counted to fire in its suits obtained by the ministers petition of trucks and stages, tenance of the expensive high?...
ot steerim in the right directo apThe 1922 model church who had been graduated from the railroad has a right
ways. The railroads advertize
tion; because the Klaxon did
for
rates
for
Bible
Institute
and
freight
Moody
higher
ply
willing church.
.
i w
m - ,i.m.n,iin
our
western country, rney
ot sound its warning in time
in
order
from
service,
Chicago University and passenger
War those
During the World
tourists and homeseeken
or because its voice wss weak
bring
Divinity school, the seminary that it may yield the return to
aad ttninsistent; and because power.
No church whose'W Questioned the life of the from which I was graduated. which it is entitled upon its in from the east at excursion
because she had not
the fuel was poor with the car gears fail to mesa and whose'ehun
rates. They pay enormow
A committee was appointed to vestment
lad
bon of lifeless creeds we have transmission is weak can serve. I"" Tut a c er- wor.d,ot warn' make the
taxes, .employ
investigation and re
"So, while the people of the
more
come to the conclusion that no The world is looking to that, mg.
wouiu nave
The
our
and
bor
products.
buy
port. On this committee a ma country are patronizing trucks
worn out, grinding, groaning. rhnrrh who
rintrh rnr'than a blast from the Klaxon jority
auto stage and auto trucks par
of
are
so
and
and
in
stages,
doing
tne church to have made
knocking model will serve the thrown in, moves with an irre-ja place. After a burdening
themselves with practically nothing."
world's needs another year. Listible imnulse asainst all the Mars shed 1,18 armor, drop his were given
thorough research it was enormous expense for main King City Rustler:
IIow hampered many a obsUcles thrown in its way.waPn8 and y,eId first alleg very
found
that the graduates of taining the highways for the "By all means encourage
church Is because of lack of Thr mnat h nn loaa nf nnwpr.iance to the Prince of Peace the
University of Chicago Div- trucks and stages, they are trucking and stage lines where
equipment The first thing that in the transmission in thatiB"t the church needs to
inity school outdistanced many then doubling up on unneces rails do not traverse ; but do
strikes the attention of a pro
The 1922 modelimemher the lesson. Let
not extend further such 'serisound in no uncertain tdne the times the graduates of Moody sary expense by reason of the vice'
rhurrh.
spective car buyer Is its ap rhtfirh I
along the railroads unBible
in
Institute
the
number
fact that while they are patto law breakers to ob
.
... A, ,
...
danger
pearance and the number of
course, we should be
ah mings are possioie nen;serve the rules of the road at of those brought to a decision ronizing trucks and stages, less, of to
accessories that are included
see the latter cut
Jesus
in
for
willing
the
amount
Christ;
as regular equipment. Appear ine transmission is worKingthe curve of prohibition, at the
they are making it possible for down its expense by laying off
You
remember
contributed
for
will
and
missions;
that!corner
reright
of 80ciaI justice( and at
the railroad to demand and
ance gives pride and accesso
in the budget for local current
trains and letting its roadbed
were gath the
d
of personal
ries mean added usefulness. when the disciples
precipice
acand equipment wear out." ,
with
one
their
expenses.
together,
Surely,
"By
Yet many of our churches
has to pass too
changes, but I trust that she Watsonville Pajaronian:
in prayer, there was ity Humanity
and
truits
shall
know
them.
cord,
ye
land
are
with.
the
ny
pIace3
throughout
aye,
the great descent of the Holy' f tho dangeroua
And why should not a man may have the niceties and re"Something should,
hon nf warnn anA Ba
shabby looking and have not
be
modern and liberal in his finements of development that must be done, and that speediy,
cnurcn
wnen
m.
Ana
any
8istance whkh the Church of
the things that would make op
will make
a more powerful to
preserve the magnificent
their work effective. An auto uunzes iuiiy me transmission iChrUt may give, The voice of thought and at the same time vehicle in her
service of the
the
of
she
the
life,
A
thoroughly
prayer
evangelical?
mobile might run without
the church should be
(Continued on Page 7 Col. 3).
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Motors ami Tires.
The automotive industry is passing
inrougn
period which will end In
the survival of the fittest and the
demise of some weak concerns, while
those strongly entrenched will get a
By E. F. HUTTON & CO.
firmer hold.
The close of 1921 found 105,988
Monthly Letter of Business Conditions.
nioie motor cars in California than
during 1U20, despite the fact that 1U21
Stocks.
have held off for a long time, until was a reconstruction year. This is
Under the leadership of the Steel (now 't looks as if this demand will revealed in figures compiled by the
and Sugar issues, the stock market soon be realized, and for this reason state department of motor vehicles,
iooKea like on equipment stocks were in hotter and shows that there was no material
developed
e
bull market, with total sales demand.
degree of depression in this line so
We believe that this is a
when far as California is concerned.
The
averaging around the million mark.
year
Gulf States Steel was the bell wether, the good stocks are going to do better, outlook for the future continues
and on rumors of buying for control and the bad ones will probably be bright, with promise of greater prosthis issue advanced more than thirty written off the slate. There will he perity during l'.22 than has been enplenty of good trading opportunities,! joyed for a numher of years.
points in two days' trading.
i rie record shipment of twenty- Sugar stocks were strong on re- but it should be closelv watched, with
ports of mergers and a better demand ;ne uuymg orders confined to those tnree carloads ol pleasure car and
motor truck tires, the largest single
for both the raw and refined product, stocks that have merit.
with predictions of much higher
Kailror.d Stocks.
shipment ever made out of Akron,'
The railway list the nasi m,n:h Ohio, to a private distributor, which
pnees later on in the season. The
balance of the list sympathized to has, for the most part, been dull and left there recently for Europe, gives
some extent, but the outside trade did irregular, with a few exceptions. The us some idea of what is being accomnot care to follow the advance, and most encouraging feature of the plished in securing European trade,
the professional element found them present situation is the placing of and the possibilities in that direction
selves long with a lot of stocks they large orders recently for new equip- when "business throughout the world demand has been slow, so that thi-gram has been held in store, thus
could not dispose, of.
ment 'by several of the leading rail- is restored to a nonnal condition.
The stock market has reached the roads of the countrv.
There is also a splendid field and a serving to swell the total quantity
market in the Orient for without regard to quality. The farm
The rn-code of workine rules. f. Cowing
stage where it has temporarily disare generally believed to be
counted the effects of easy riim ty. feetive February 1st. sunnlantinir fh.. American-mad- e
motors and tires, reserves
light in practically all sections, except
There may be further upward spurts, agreements adopted during federal w'"ltn ,s w'nK development.
perhaps on the Pacific coast, and statbut for a sound upward swim: evi control of the road.;, which affects
' " Grain Trade Review,
isticians
generally believe that the
dence of actual business improvement about .'OH.niiO railway clerks and sta-- i
The action of the wheat market the
alis required. Jt nas been a bad month tion agents, it is claimed will save pnt month has been very erratic, territory east of the Rockies has
for professional Wall Street. Most the railroads of the country $50,000,-- ! with th price gradually working ready sold more than its exportable
traders went short stocks in Decem- 000 annually and enable them to
There have been numerous surplus.
Under normal conditions the situaber, and some of the more obstinate ploy agents at many small stations upturns, but they have failed to hold,
paid the penalty of their incorrect that have been closed.
despite the bullish news at times, as tion might be regarded as decidedly
estimate by covering on the advance.
In answer to the demand en the there has been but little support when bullish so far as the United States
The
d
bulls have not pi.rt of the farmer and others for 'the market started to decline and is concerned, but the wheat market is
a world Affair, more than ever before,
had a very satisfactory experience in farther reductions in frieght and pas- - little for sale when it started to
trying to set the pace. Annual staterates, the railroad manager. vance, which resulted in wide fluc-i- n as the ineconomic and financial conditions
other countries must be
ments that came out recently have
the showing made by them to the tuations.
been disappointing, and some corpo interstate commerce commission, op-- j
1 he lack of
business has considered.
speculative
rations have passed their dividends. POFe anv further reihietinn nn th l.et-The new Argentine crop is coming
tho ilnminiitiniT inflium.ii
mere are more to oe Heard from, fcroui:d that the revenues will not per- - recounts for the unusual movement in forward in rather heavy volume, and
and with the short intorerst in the mit of general reductions being r:ide: prices taking place, apparently
prices in Buenos Aires, until recently,
eliminated, it looks as if Feb- - Until there have been further sub- - out cause. The milling demand has have been declining, with the presc its made in
cx-'- t
been as keen as expected, even sure to cell increasing, so that the
ruary will see the
action that traders have been looking penrts. They also claimoperating
that if rates though stocks are retarded as ex- - Argentine grain has undersold both
ior ever since me duh mantel started are to t e cut, the moment their net treroe.y iiht for this season of the United States and Canadian wheat in
last September. A good deal depends return begins to approach a fair
and if anything should happen the world's markets, but a sensational
the United States Steel quarterly turn tn the invest iner t, there can he yuir,
to start the mills buvinir heavily, it advance of 7 cents per bushel in Ardue
the
be disclosed very soon gentine prices, a few days airo, plainly
coming week. . We little, d any,
development of th rail will j robal-learnings,
.
ii snow 1L. .L
ueueve u win
tie- - mat tfiere
inai ine nig cor- - propel in s to mee t the Here
is an actual scarcity of shows that the pressure is off there
Fi0
is
a
commerce thrt wiil mate- - good milling grain, but thus far the now, as a result of which there will
poration
operating above
ji lands
basis rather than around the 40
be an increased demand for Canadian
naiize as t'ie business of the country buying has been on a
basis. The latter is the figure given gets
on a normal basis.
scale, with the result that the rvduo- - and United States wheat.
out by most of the Trade Journals.
we consider tneir contention in thi-- . tions in the visible supply have been
Australia will soon be shipping
Orders for railroad equipment are respect a good one, end I elieve that comparatively unimportant.
heavily, but a good part of the grain
to
and
several of the commission will give it due conThere is undoubtedly some wheat in has
beginning
appear,
been sold for future dethe better class of roads have already sideration in the interest of investors ,tne visible supply that is not suitable livery,already
and a considerable portion will
ordered new equipment.
The roads as well as the general public.
for milling purposes, but the export go to India and the Orient, recent reports showing increased purchases
for Japanese account.
From a world's statistical standpoint there seems to be sufficient
wheat for all requirements, but the
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theoretical carry-ove- r
throughout the
world will be small at the end of the
crop season, and in view of the
drought reports that come from parts
of Europe, as well as Kansas and
Oklahoma, there is every indication
that there will be a material advance
in prices within the next sixty days.
Com held within relatively narrow
limits, and while depressed by the
action of wheat at times, showed a
strong undertone, and stubborn resis
tance to pressure. The exnort de
mand and buying of cash grain for
Russian relief purposes has teen sul
ficiently1 large to take care cf a good
part of the hedging sales against
grain to arrive, and the country offer
ings to arrive have not been as large

as was expected, in view of the reduction in freight rates, as farmers want
40c per bushel at country stations a
figure that cannot be paid freely at
the present time. Feeding operations
are reported as heavy, owing to the
unusual spread between the price of
hogs and corn, the former selling at
figures that make corn woth from
t'Oc to 70c per bushel.
Oats showed a little more strength
than other giains, as the domestic
demand for cash grain has improved
and the visible supply showed a moderate reduction, but the trade was
almost entirely of a local character,
and stocks ure so large that a heavy
reduction is needed to stimulate the
demand.
Crop Prospects.
Reports of no moisture in sections
of the Southwest, where it is most
needed, have continued to come in
during the past month. Thousands of
acres sown last fall have not shown
a sign of life, as the seed lies in the
dry earth, without moisture enough
There have
to cause it to sprout.
been nn general rains or snows since
the seed was drilled into the ground
in central and western Kansas, which
constitute the principal wheat-pr- o
ducing section of the state, and in all
parts of the state the plant that has
germinated is in print need ot mois
ture. as well as snow protection.
In Oklahoma, wheat has made no
growth, ami the condition continue
generally very poor in the central
and western
portion, where the
drousrht continues severe. The pres
ent prospest, therefore, is that both
Kansas and Oklahoma will produce
the shortest crop of wheat this sea
son that they have had for many
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Your Heating Expert can install
qArcola at once; and keep the house
warm for the babies while he is doing it,

THE

dangerous weeks are just ahead
and colds.

the weeks

Hot air heat means that some rooms are cold and
some are hot Arcolas
warmth means an
American Radiator in each room the same Radiators
that warm fine homes and buildings throughout the
hot-wat- er

world.

Right now is the economical time to install Arcola.
Your Heating Expert has time these days; he will be
rushed later on.
Telephone him for an estimate. And remember
that in the long run the cost comes back to you.

years.
The department of commerce re
ports the prospects for most crops,
particularly wheat, in France this
year, are very poor, and that from
500,000 to GOO.OOO tons will have to
be imported into f ranee between now
and August, 1922.
The outlook for. the Argentine corn
crop is considered very good, but
rains are needed, and locusts are
causing some damage in certain sections of the country.
The recent cold snap has seriously
damaged the most of California's
growing crops, and the markets will
be in an unsettled condition until the
extent of the damage U fruits and

Arcola pays for itself in the fuel it saves.

AMERICAN
"RADIATOR

vegetables

COMPANY
IDEAL
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Boilen and AMERICAN Radiaton
for erery heating need

402 Seventeenth St.
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Cotton.

The cotton market was dominated
principally by the news from abroad,
wntcn was about ss pessimistic U it
could be. Manchester news was depressing, reporting
very poor demand for the finished goods, and buyers refusing to take hold even at
lower prices. Demand from India
and Egypt was small, owing to political disturbances in both countries.
Our market followed Liverpool quotations, and as s result prices are
about 2 cents per pound lower all
,
around.
As far as the statistical news is
concerned, it seems to be in favor of
the bulls, but traders fonrot the bull.
isn Teatures wren the market turned
lower and liquidation set in. It is
estimated there was a carry-ovof
about 9,2d0,00 bales at the end of the
last cotton year, augmented by the
1
crop of $.000,000 bales, and
that more than .'4,nnn,oO0 bales of this
cotton is now held in domestic and
foreign mill centers, thus being removed as a source of a possible pressure against the market. This leaves
a floating supply of about 14,000,000
bales for normal demand.
Spinners' takings are expected to
average about 6,500,000 bales for this
n
country and the same amount for
countries, these figures being
justified by the rates of spinners'
takings so far this crop year. This
means a total of 1.1,000,000 bales to
come from the 14,000,000 odd bales
of a
available, leaving a carry-ove- r
httle more than 1,(100,000 at the end
of this year. With consumption next
August and September running at
current rates, this carry-ove- r
would
be more than used up before the new
crop could be made available. When
it is taken into consideration that
these figures mean all grades of cot-- 1
er

IS20-1P2-

for-eig-

ion, anu ii is certain tnai some will
be found unfit for use, the statistical
position looks strong.
Bears are looking more at the immediate news, which, at present, is
bearish
from a
overwhelmingly
standpoint of poor trade reports, and
until there is a better demand for
cotton goods, statistics will be lost
sight of.
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(Published by Etate Euretr).
Fenslty provided by iV-i- i r
L
eminent for violation of
laws.
The following Is published for 1L)
benefit of any person or Mraoae ti
the state of New Mexico em pkrr !
J
child labor. At the bureen of
welfare ha been designated as Ui
state agency for the investigation and
improvement of child labor conditio-t- he
child welfare bureau by the ap; i-

e4

'

t

deation of

this

law is

wMi

the federal department of child labor
and the child labor tax division of tha
bureau of internal revenua.
JANET SEID. M. D
State Director of Child Welfare.
An Act to Regulate the
and Hour of Labor of CUi'ren in
the State and to Provide a Penalty
for the Violation Thereof.
ent

H. B. No. 810, Approved

March

12, 1821.

Be it Enacted by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
1. No child
Section
under 14
years of age shall be employed, per
mit ted or suffered to work in. or in
connection
with any mine, theater,
concert hall, or place of amusement,
or in any hotel, laundry, manufactT
ing establishment, bowling alley,
senger or freight elevator, factory or
workshop, or as a messenger or
driver therefor, within this state.
Section 2. It shall be unlawful for
any person, firm , or corporation to
employ any child under 14 years of
age in any business or service what
soever in this state, during the hour
when the public schools of the muni
cipal school district or rural school
district, in which the child resides, are
in session.
Section S.

The nrnvlnlona of aA
tions 1 and 2 of this act shall not
apply when upon the application to
the district court of any parent, guardian or person having the control of
any child under the age of fourteen
years, it shnll be shown to the satis,
faction of the court that it is neces
sary for said child to Wtfrk in some
of the places of employment or in
some business or service by sections
TOO FLIGHTY
1 and 2 of this act
prohibited, and if
"1 tell you what," said Mrs. Umson,
it. shall be further shown to the sat:
u
L
i ut ioiik ceiore women are in
it
isfaction of the court that the educamany of the public offices."
tion, physical and moral welfare of
"Well," said Umson, in reply, "1 such
child
fully provided for, and
don't care so much what they do as the court are
shall order such employ
long as they keep out of the wea- ment
ther department."
Section 4. It shall bs unlawful for
"Why should they keep out of the any person, firm or corporation to
weather department?"
any child under the age of
"The weather is changeable enough employ
sixteen years in any business or aeiN
now."
Youngstown Telegram.
vice, whatsoever between the hours
o
m. and 6 o clock a. m4
of 9 o'clock
There has been a good deal of agit-tio- n or for more p.than forty-eigfor the past few years anent any one week or more thanhoure hi
tight
new motto for the coin of the realm. hours in
any one day. .
Personally, we have leanings toward Section 6. Whoever emnlova a
Candle.
child, or. whoever having &.under Ma
.LIU aw
AH4I .LIU
LrMinu:AM
,.- -a
Isnt it b trance that a landlord can
s
wl by being decent
provisions of this act, shall be
than
men can by devoting their jth,
Luiity 0f a misdemeanor, and shell
entire lives to good works
eveYy offense be fined not leu
' y
than five dollars nor more than one
hundred dollars,
T,
p,aee lery L,U1!' Sction
That it Is necessary for
v.w r.ifrI pe'PK
'
donX the
of the public peace
have
out after night thej break Lnd preservation
saftey of the inhabitants ofthe
a law to get
Newa.
Igtirte of New 'Mexico that the pro
Wife
IS
enthusiastic
her
about
My
th f.rliMt nnmlhln tima and
five
novels, but they're too 'glad' for me." therefore an
is hereby deres, tliey make you feel as if some clared to existemergency
and this act shall
one had put sugar on your uteak and effect and be in full force and take
effect
potatoes. 'Life.
from and after its passage and apr
proval,
Herald Want Ads are result getters. Title XII. Tax on Employment of
Are you looking for a tenant?
Try
Child Labor.
them ence.
Section 1200. That every person
(other than a bona fide boys or girls'
club recognised by the agricanning
CR0WNPRINCE SANS cultural department of a state and of
the United States) operating (a) any
BRASS BUTTONS
mine or quarry situated in the United
States in which children under the
age of sixteen years have been employed or permitted to work during
any portion of the taxable year; or
(t) any mill, cannery, workshop, factory or manufacturing establishment
situated in the United States in which
children under the age of fourteen
have been employed or permitted to
work, or children between the ages of
fourteen and sixteen have been
or premitted to work more
than eight hours in any day or more
than six days in any week, or after
the hours of 7 o'clock post meridian,
or before the hour of 6 o'clock ante
meridian, during any portion of the
taxable year, shall nay for each taxable year, in addition to all other
taxes imposed by law, an excise tax
equivalent to 10 per cent of the enirffI f.
tire net profits received or accrued
...
Mk
for such year from the sale or disposition of the product of suoh mine,
quarry, mill, cannery, workshop, facany tory or manufacturing establishment.
Brajj buttons don't meanHohen-sollero
thing. in th life oL WittUm
Jr., any mare. Germany"!
HER S A LAKY
inmore
lorracr Crown Prince ia
"I hope you are not afraid of miterested in wisi chetsc sandwiches crobes," apologized the paying-tellihown
on rye, particularly when, at
ss he cashed the school teachers check
In. this mot recent picture of the with soiled currency.
he
fexilo in Holland,
had just
said tha young lady.
"Don't
turned from a Joyrlde on hit motor "A microbeworry,"
couldn't live on my aal-rM
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ARMY GOODS STORE
308

W. Railroad Ave.

SWEATEES

ascertained.

Picking of oranges and lemons in
Southern California has been halted
until the growers learn the exact
damage to their crops, which, it is
in
estimated, will vary from 2G
some sections to a total loss in others.
Artichokes, celery, cauliflower and
lettuce have all been damaged, more
or less, the extent of damage depending upon the locality where grown.

The damafie to California's crops, occasioned by the unwelcome visit of
Jack Frost, has, to some extent, been
offset by the bountiful rains that have
provided excellent pasturage for livestock, and with the heavy snowfall in
the mountains, assured an abundance
of water the coming season for irrigation purposes.

LAWS

3 Styles

3 Prices
it

Shirts, Shoes, Sox Blankets

Breeches all kinds, Puttees
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SPENDTHRIFT RIOT
those who roust bear the brunt of the
the
our
governmental machinery-- are
of
txpenmhave
the say as to whether bonds should be
thould
whether or not a lien should be. voted on their
la able to stand on the
rty holdings. Any wallawag whoTom
and IUrry owning
Dick.
about
howl
corner and
for more and more
to
made
be
should
pay
and
11
rroperty
on property
bonds
vote
to
ire
not the proper parties
bsaii
renters
sound
thinking
hard
working
are
There
many
awsm.
bond
more
many
and
more
of
voting
who are not la favor
the property
ct our better class of renters know that when the
buck will
in bonds that
ownen are voted
fee passed onto the backs of the renters.
Cif SDendthnft
-- nntinnorl nrnorfflm
flOtT
Ut'U..
.
Tax payers are now being persecuted actually being

rrcscrty owner

cjVho

ti

ur

felt

tit

head-over-hee-

,

ls

,.

own

no other crime than the fact that they
persecutedfor
deal of the persecution being heaped upon
A
great
property.
is by the votes of those who do
tie backs of property owners
nor do
expect to own
of

they
property,
not own a cent's worth
more nor no
a penny's worth they are "treasury raiders"ownno our
property
lesa. They talk about gouging those who
make them pave streets, build roads, build bridges, build
buildings and
city halls, court houses and jaila, fine school to
taxes
all
the
keep up all
then
pay
other public institutions,
to
these Institutions. All this is done without one thought as
costs
to
the
added
cent
burden.
the
Every
who will showlder
our taxes.
t running our government increases the burden of institutions
of
our
the
public
to
upkeep
Every cent added
Increases the amount of our taxes. Every cent added to our
taxes increases the amount of our taxes. Every cent added to
our taxes increases the cost of living, as every cent additional
to taxes or to property values is passed onto the renters, the
it started, and thus
tick I simply passed right back tothewhere
of their own folly.
costs
to
are
.made
pay
the poorer classes
No one objects to paved streets and paved sidewalks, to
and comfortable
riding In automobiles, and for the many fine
the thing to do
but
and
modern
time,
this
of
day
advantages
without
comforts
all
these
for
to
k to first make provision so pay
the
much as to
toereasing the burden
over-balan- ce

comforts.
is the most independent couns
A country of
of
A
nation
on
earth.
people who own their own homes
try
it the strongest nation among all nations. It should be the
and happiness, to
duty of all people who love liberty, freedom
The
encourage the ownership of homes, not to discourage.
time has arrived right now that people with money when contemplating the purchase of a home first look at the amount
Of taxes that must be paid. It is a common saying that Jews
who are among our shrewdest financiers do not buy homes
because it is chesper to rent. And this very fact is an argument against our desire to run the limit of our spendthrift riot.
Ours should be a plan that would appeal to every Jew, as well
as to everybody else, to own their own home.
We believe that right now is a bad time to add more and
more to our burden of taxation. We believe that right now
Is a good time to call a halt in our race of spendthrift riot.
When a tax persecuted nation finds its limit that nation
Will degenerate, degrade and perish. This is true of all history. With full knowledge of just which way we are headed,
till we dash to
it u the height of foolishness to go head-lonpieces against the rock destruction and we are going that
way with the speed of the wind.
home-owner-

g

KEEP THE HEALTH FIRE BURNING
The law of compensation seems to hold good even in vital
statistics. Official figures inform us that the death rate is
decreasing and the suicide rate increasing. Seemingly if man
cannot die from natural causes within a satisfactory period of
time he will shuffle off the mortal coil of his own volition.
The decline in the death rate in 1921 over 1920 as reported by one of the great insurance companies is described
as quite remarkable in brief 13
per cent. Tuberculosis
decreased 16 0 per cent, Bright's disease decreased 5 0
diseases of the heart 17 per cent and diseases
Gr cent,
to child bearing 15 210 per cent. There avHI be still
further decrease when the government learns that human
beings are, economically at least, as valuable as hogs, and
&en functions intelligently through its health department to
educate the people in the matter of sanitation, stripping the
mask of mystery from simple medication and putting before
the men and women of the land the A. B. C. of health conservation. The schools should teach the children something of
the habits and Indiscretions that throw a monkey wrench into
the natural machinery, and they should know the reasons
7--

5-1-

why.

The calm indifference with which civilized governments
all over the world have ignored the education of their peoples
in matters pertaining to health is an indictment of civilization.
Billions for war, millions for pork barrels, hundreds of thousands for political fence building, but not a cent to teach the
people how to preserve their health, upon which all happiness
and prosperity is based. The medical profession is fast in the
Btrait jacket of idiotic ethics that have been the direct cause
of thousands of deaths, and the great field of information ha
been turned over to the quack doctors and cure-al- l
fakers.
ARIZONA CETS NEW
FEDERAL JUDGESHIP

tributed under the committee's recommendation on the basis of one each
to the following districts: MassaIn- WASHINGTON, Fb.
chusetts, Eastern New York. South- rrMM of 13 ia tM number of United
Lutes district Jodfaa was imed m New York, Eastern Pennsylvania,
tpM today by Um mmU Judiciary North Texas, Eastern Michigan,
rvMUttae as a smsm of raltadnr Northern Ohio. Middle Tennessee,
t awtfutlos la the nation's fdml Kartikarn IlllnnU MlnnuAi. v.rili.
cm California, Northern Georgia and
i
JodpsJtlp would t dis nniona.
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hY. m.HH new relationships

among 'governments .ndpcoplen
securities for peace,
for achievement and attend-

"

Col. 2).

I

the in!h"Pp,2e."-

-

-

established the
k
has come the
here
reason,
of
contacts
..miamtAndinir
of face to
:.....i.Ki.
does not
Hague Convention Beatn.
when
passion
face exchanges
"The Hafcue conventions were
shamed
atmosphere
The
very
inflame.
hw the antaeonixm
of'tn national
selfisnness mvo
to
whose
indisposition
strong power
were exchanged, differand sustain led it to one Viewpoints
and you came to
of the supreme tragedies which have ences, composed,
how common after all are
come to national eminence. Vienna
aspirations; how alike, indeed,
and Berlin sought peace founded on human
how easily reconcilable are our
the injustices of war and sowed the and
now sane
feeds of future conflict and hatred national aspirations; to seek the re- satisfying
wan armed where confidence was simple and Ol
peace mm "cv." .v,.
lationsnips
stifled.
met I told you of
If im fmV frt tav th.it: finman DH ! "When you first
to seek less of
inter- -' our America's thought
of
irrowinir'
the
intimacy
irrT!,
ui . i . .1 "
. . .
..7.:..k.: flfWHlfinPa vv m.i.rmaments ana none
national rtfittLiLHi3iitir
anoiners,
and transportation at sought nothing whictt is
tuunication
but that we
tended by a directing world opinion, and we were unafraid,
that finer
in
have set the state more favorably wished to join youwhichdoing
no nation can
nd nobler thing
here. You have met in that calm de
t.
liberation and that determined reso- do alone, we rejoice in wt
lution which have made a juitt peace,
Naval Holiday to Last.
in riKhteous relationship its own best
"It may be that the naval holiday
guaranty,
has beort the fortune of this here contracted will expire with the
conference to sit in a day far enougn treaties, but I do not believe it. Those
removed from war's bitterness, yet of us who live another decade are
to gain more likely to witness a prowm 01
nar enough to war's horrors,
the benefit of both the hatred of war public opinion, strengthened by the
and the yearn in k for peace. Too of- new experience, which will make naten, therefore, the decades following tions more concerned with livinof to
such gatherings have been marked by the fulfillment of God's hisrh intent
the difficult undoing of their decis- than with agencies of warfare and
ions. But your achievement is su- destruction. Since this conference of
preme because no seed of conflict has nations has pointed with unanimity to
been sown; no reaction in regret or the way of peace today, like conferri'M'titmcnt ever can justify resort to ences in the future, under appropriate
arms.
conditions and with aims both well
"It little matters what we appraise conceived and definite, may illuminate
ns the outstanding accomplishment., the hichwsys and byways of h;iman
Any ore of them alone would have activity. The torches of understandBut the ing have been lighted, and they ought
justified the conference.
whole aihievemt'iit has so cleared the to glow and encircle the globe.
atmosphere that it will seem like
"Again, gentlement of the conferbruathintr the refreshing air of u new ence, congratulations and the gratimom of promise.
To Beltude of the I'nited States:
"You have written the first delib- gium, to the British empire, to China,
erate utol effective expression of to France, to Italy, to Japan, to ine
great powers, in the cinsciousness of Netherlands, and to Portugal I can
peace, of war's futility, and chal- - wish no more than the same feeling
lenged the sanity of competitive prep- which we experience, of honorable
ration for each other's destruction. and honored contribution to happy
You have halted folly and lifted bur- human advancement, and a new sense
dens and revealed to the world that of security in the righteous pursuit of
one sure way to recover from the sorand all attending good fortune.
row and ruin and staggering obliga- peace
"From our own delegates I have
is
to end the known from time to time of your actions of a world war
strife in preparation for more of it, tivities and of the spirit of conciliaand turn human energies to Out
tion and adjustment and the cheering
of peace.
readiness of all of you to strive for
Better Preparedness.
that unanimity so essential to accom''Not all the world is yet tranqui- plishment. Without it there would
lizer But here is the example, to im- have been failure: with it you have
bue with new hope, all who dwell in heartened the world.
At this table came "And I know our guests will pardon
apprehension.
understanding, and understanding me while I make grateful acknowlbrands armed conflict as abominable edgment to the American delegation
in the eyes of enlightened civilization.
to you, Mr. Secretary Hughes; to
"I once believed in armed prepared- you, Senator Lodge; to you, Senator
ness. 1 advocated it. But I have come Underwood; to you, Mr. Root; to all
now to believe there is better prepar- of you for your able and splendid and
edness in a public mind and a world highly purposed and untiring endeav.
opinion made ready to grant justice org in behalf of our government and
precisely as it exacts it. And justice our people and to your excellent adis better served in conferences of visory committee which gave to you
so dependable a reflex of that Ameripeace than in conflicts at arms.
"How simple it all has been. When can public opinion which charts the
you met here twelve weeks ago there course orf this republic.
was not a committment, not an obl"It is so fine, so gratifying, so reigation except that which each delega- assuring, so full of promise, that
tion owes to the government commis- above the murmurings of a worid sorsioning it. But human service was row not yet silenced, above the groans
calling, world conscience was impell- which come of excessive burdens not
ing and world opinion directing.
yet lifted, but to be lightened, above
"No intrigue, no offensive or defen- the discouragements of a world yet
sive alliances, no involvements have struggling to una useit arter sur
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SETTLERS

is mighty restless, and it's hard to keep it still,'
If ver soul
:..
If v
ft mitrratorv
. will
i.., fn Qiihinorflta
l una 11 siuw
cnase,
and
an
you're
aggravated
life is simply nothin' but
movin' every season to another rented place, Jest consider
and you'll find it
this sejestion, which a trial will endorse,
Pick you out
of
course,
I
have
did,
which
mighty helpful,
too fur from town, buy it on
ain't
one
that
homestead,
little
an settle down. . .
.

on- -

oj0

vn

installment

payments,

get

to work,

.

If you chance to be a feller that is strugglin' with his
a feller most
debts which they seem to grow so rapid-likcollector
blame
meet
every
a
whkhaway,
an'
you
fergets
get, contains a dun.
you run an' near every letter that you
I offer this sejestion, which a trial will confirm, and
it soon will have you smilin' at the other feller's squirm. Don't
n,,Mn' like a sour, ungrateful pup,
me man juuie uwm
you cuss il.
till
you go an settle up!
never
stop
but,
e,

tires desirNot merely are
passing upheaval, there is the note of able for
d
but
automobiles,
or
ours
alone
is
not
which
rejoicing
for the driven.
are
brains
from
neasary
comes
but
all
of
or
us,
yours,
News-rresthe hearts of men of all the world." St. Joseph (Mo.)
non-s'r:i- .I

non-ski-

THIRD ARBUCKLE TRIAL
TO BEGIN MARCH 13

To attain red peace the world must
work its arms off. Norfolk Virginian
Pilot.

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 6. The
court today set March 13 as the date
for starting the third trial of Roscoe
C. (Fatty) Arbuckle, motion picture
star, on a charge of manslaughter in
connection with the death of Virginia
Rappe, actress. Both previous trials
ended in disagreements.

Concentrate all your thoughts upon
the work in hand. The sun' rays do
not burn until bJtfht to a focus,
Alexander Graham Bell.

MISSISSIPPI GOVERNOR
UP FOR SERIOUS CHARGE

o

o

With fiashless powder and soundless guns, the victims of the next wr
won't know they re dead until someTennas-seeabody tells them. Nashville
o- -

we see a complexion
JACKSON, Miss., Feb. 6.- -A $100,-00- 0 that reminds us of a poet born, not
Lee
Gov.
damage suit, charging
made. Stonewall (Okla.) News.
M. Russell of Mississippi with seducing Miss Frances C. Birkhead,
was filed against the chief executive
CALIFORNIA UIKL
today.
Occasionally

Blackmail, He Says.
NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 6. Gov.
Lee M. Russell of Mississippi over
long distance telephone declared today that the filing of a $100,000 damage suit against him by Miss Frances
Birkhead was the "most damnable
blackmail conspiracy ever attempted
in the history of Mississippi politics,"

GETS BEAUTY VOTE

MUSICAL CPRGRAM.
The Zuni Y. M. C. A., under the
direction of Prof. Bert Spik, will give
a musical program at Zuni on February 22, Wednesday evening. Tha
Ramah orchestra, and the bands from
Black Rock and Zuni will render selections. There will be quartettes and
duets. Refreshments will be served.
o

The politest people are those who
encore an act because the performers
expect it and not because they deserve it.

NEWEST PICTURE OF MRS. HARDING

You think you have a lot of trouble but if some people had no more
trouble than you have they would
think they didn't have any.
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obliging at every
request for a spc--

The California Associated
Raisin
company reports the 1921 crop is surin
passing
quality any crop for many
seasons.
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Searching out the most beautiful
girls on the Pacific coast finds Mil
Donaldine Cameron getting the
unanimous .vote at Stanford Univr
sity wliere she has been starring n
utiait'ur collegiate theatricals.
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never ties up all his
money,
available at short notice.
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Some

is

always

Our time deposits
provide an admirable opportunity for the man who desires his bank
deposit
to be a well
paying temporary investment.
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The certificates can be
turned into cash for 100
cents on a dollar at
any time. They pay 5 per
cent interest and are
negotiable.
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Gallup State Bank

GALLUP

NEW MEXICO

'

Jiff.

Ee Good to Yomr Feet amd fto Yowcelff

Week

ffoir TBnns

SpedaD

.

WATCH FOR OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS

K. & M. DRUG COMPANY

THE REXALL STORE

Eat breakfast at The Candy Shop.
--

Gallup News and Happenings
Forms Close Thursday Night.
Hot waffles and coffee at The

Cut flowers at The Candy Shop.

Frank Kauzlaric of Gallup is
subscriber.

dy Shop.

a new

Adv.

with

Miss Marj' Zanardi is ajain
the Saratopa restaurant.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
For Those Who Worship

At Gallup Churches

METHODIST CHURCH.

HIGH SCHOOL
NOTES

Can-

JOHN W. HENDRIX.

(Contributed).

The girls of the Sophomore class
challenge the girls of the Junior and
Senior classes to a name of basket
bail February 9, 11)22 years after our
Lord to be played in the gym of our
m.
hih school at 8 o'clock p.must
be obThese following rules
served before you enter the gym at

It is the service and right treatHome cooked food sale today, Satment we give that has made the Manhattan Cafe the popular eating place urday, at The Candy Shup.
of Gallup.
W. B. Sherman of the Manhattan
Kobt. McNichulas makes renewal of Cafe spent mont of the wei'k in Albuhis Herald subscription.
querque on a business mission.

un,inFi,r

fillip

j

'

j

I

j

i

F. S.
T. F. Smalling end
L. G. Shanklin were appointed a committee by the McKinley
County
Chamber of Commerce to Investigate
and make a report on the proposed
street paving. The work of this
committee was not to determine anything for nor against the proposed
paving, but rather to find the correctness of the figures as to the cost of

-
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20 lbs. FAMILY WASH
For $1.25

We Wash, Rinse, Blue, Wring and Return to You Damp the
Entire Family Wash

Laundry
Gallup Steam166.
PHONE

UNITED STATES CIVIL
SERVICE COMMISSION

The United States Civil Service
Commission announces that a post office educational examination will be
held on March 4, 1922, for the purpose
of filling a yacancy in the position of
clerk in the post office service at Gallup, New Mexico.
Application blanks and further information may be obtained from the
Local Secretary C. T. Shively, Board
of Civil Service Examiners, at the
Gallup Pott Office.

REWARD!

REWARD!

this report each property owner can
determine exactly just what hia or
her assessment will be, and .what
terms of payment are specified.

LINCOLN KNEW
THE VALUE
of a liberal education and the accumulated
savings of the people the two great buffers
against adversity.
You aim straight for prosperity when you
open an account with the McKinley County
Dank.

ciroiii'iBPam
5

Per Cent Interest Paid on Savings Deposit

JMinleyCountyBank
Gallup NewMexico
ORGANIZED 1904

GALLUP TRANSFER
A.

REWARD!

The J. C. Penney Company will pay
the sum of Two Hundred ($200.00)
Dollars in cash to any person or persons who will supply the proper officers with evidence which will lead to
the arrest and conviction of the person who assaulted Miss Adeline Ortes
on the night of the 4th of February,

1922
THIS J. C. PENNEY COMPANY, Inc.

J. McMahon, Prop.

'The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE

self-respec- t,

r.

the paving. The report has been filed
with the Chamber of Commerce and
a copy was furnished The Gallup Herald for publication, came in too lata
for this issue. However, a copy has
been posted at the post office where
the public can inspect same, and by

Pastor

Nowhere in the land do men pay
per capita more for outside things
than in the West. It costs a world
of money to cause to rise from these
barren
plains, or
Streets
places towns and cities.
must be laid out, houses erected,
roads builded, and
and
schools
churches must be had. Hack East a
fellow could clear up a small patch
and out of that make fences of the
timber, make a house of lugs or have
them sawed and make a frame house,
but there isn't a thing of that kind
out here. Building is from tho very
ground up and nothing but pure, honest and valuable coin can do it.
In the midst of this great expense
churches must be erected. Being no
irtorested in other enterprises and at
su.h an enormous expense appeals
must be made to all, in the church or
out, interested or disinterested, religious or irreligious each and every one
must help. By this method the
church has come to accomodate itself
and has in many cases failed to pre
serve its proper dignity, It has allowed itself and all it proposes to be
put on the charity list. It has permitted itself to be put down as a receiver of certain favors, a sort of
sponge on the body politic. When the
facts are it has yielded far more per
expenditure than any other investment men have made. In returns of
morality and justice, in preservation
of the home and the strengthening of
the ties of chastity and purity, in the
establishing of tho laws that protect
pocietv and personal property rights.
The church of Jesus Christ has
yielded some sixtv, some seventy and
some hundred lorn lor an we nave
put in it. Instead of it being a char
ity it maketh rich; insteadto o:
each
being a sponge, it has given
of us far more than we have ever
given to it. The sum total of all our
personal capital of morality, of
of integrity, or justice, of
which we
purity of purpose withoutmost
would be taken in life's
grave
poverty, come directly or indirectly
from the church, either through personal contact or through inheritance.
So let us be done with all this cheap
and apologetic attitude toward the

serve
The Manhattan Cafe will
New hemstitching and picoting
Rule 1. Lois and Katherina will be
hist arrived. Hrinif vour work. special meals on short notice. Tell
obliged to wash the kalsomine off of
Willi-a
us
then
anil
want
Summers
cive
us
j
reasonable.
what
you
Trices
the outer walls of their face as a
short time, and vou will be pleased. gu.--t of wird may come along and we
nery Parlor.
,.hu!d be unable to see the ball.'
A. A. Ward write from Santa Bar-- 1
We will be thankful if
Rule 2.
The1
to
his
V.
have
for
writes
$2.00
Krark
Gray
bara, Cal., endosinfr
t ona will wear elbow pads.
St.
from
Herald
Mary
Herald.
changed
Gallup
Gallup
Rule II. Josephine wiil not he al- hospital. Gallup, to Whipple Barracks. t.itvn.l t.t
nq. fhtH in trillion.
C'a'i-:
The
sale
at
Arizona.
food
cooked
Ward
Home
10, Presrott,
Rule 4. Elizabeth must remember
dy Shop today, Saturday.
is on a basket ball court and not
likes "Southern" bis- ashe
Everybody
stage.
is
baked
Woods
Saw
the
from
that
right.
stove,
We understand
cuits, hit
Rule .1 Jessie must be careful not
improving, his condition having been Fat with us and get what you want. to
Esther's
winded
become
by
.
.Manhattan
Cafe
some
time.
serious tor
Kiinnlinc.
Rule ti. OUie must keep her eyes
Ed Lewis of the Elk barber shop, on the
Special dinners every Sunday at
court and not on the balcony.
week
been
the
has
at
who
and
and
Presbyterian
Manhattan Cafe,
during
Rule 7. We will allow Ray Pickard
for
at
working
surgical
Albuquerque
hospital
days our dinners please all,
to stand on the side line to hold
attention, is reported to be improving Georgia's vanity case as we do not
classes or merchants.
and doing nicely. He is accompanied
think she will ruin her figure in 40
Al. Whittika writes from Girard. by his wife and their little son.
minutes.
for
subscribe
to
wants
he
111., that
Ruie 8. Isabel must diet for two
and
butter
fresh
with
Waffles
Hot
at
$2.00
The Gallup Herald
per year.
weeks before the said game.
fine
make
consent.
hot
coffee
Whittika
has
our
eating
Mr.
mighty
Rule 9. Lois must not worry for
for breakfast, or any other time. fear
she shall have to resign as jumpfill
will
Cafe.
Manhattan
Our luncheon department
center as Lola is not gaining in
ing
The
Candy Shop.
the empty spot..
height.
Adv.
The Gallup Kiwanis Club have exRuth B. may enter the
Rule 10.
tended invitations to all wives and game as there will be no tar and
The
of
to
Gallup sweethearts of Kiwanians
Leonard F. Byus
be at the
allowed.
Herald is now in Albuquerque to doc- Kiwanis eats at the Harvey house feathering
Rule 11. We will guarantee Dora
in
the
of
This if she will consent to
Linotypes
next Thursday evening at 7:30
tor the battery
play that Joe
will be the time for the women to find C. will take her home.
Evening Herald plant.
out just what the men are fed up on
Rule 12. Sylvia will refrain from
The only exclusive Insurance agency at kiwanis eats.
candy during the next week.
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FIRST SPRING POETRY

If by fire you've recently suffered a loss
And you can't seem to get along with your BOSS,
And you know that things are on the blink,
Just stop and take a few squints around,
And see if it can't be found
That things in Gallup are just as grand
As can be found anywhere in the land.
If you are laid up with a broken leg,
Or nursinj some kind of a petty til
I wouldn't complain about my useless "peg,"
But rather I would keep real still.
If your Accident Policy is kept up to date,
You'll find it never is too late,
To call upon me for what you need,
For in making "Settlements," we show SPEED.
.

(

,

If your sewing machine is loose and won't sew right,
r
will alter the plight.
My little
screw-drive-

never touch the same machine twice,
When I work on them once, they seam so nice.

I

If you are signed up with the COMMONWEALTH,
You may rest assured, it spells continuous health,
Or if you connect up with the MISSOURI STATE,
And keep your life insurance in shape,
Your worries will be at an end,
For GOOD INSURANCE is your best friend.
Your

for

C A. McCALLICK
Offices 214 South 2nd Street
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Call for and Deliver Free
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PHONE NO. 317

hoop-skir-

And Our Auto Will Call for and Deliver
Your Work
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Firct Class Repair Work
Done

live-stoc- k

off Qgiaflafty

by Expert Workmen Who Have Had
from 18 to
Years' Expe.

,

dix-sn'-

AH

f

Shoe Work Repaired

With-i-

Short Time and Delivered.

FIUCES ALWAYS RIGHT

Shop Open from 8 a. m. to 7
p. m.

Open Saturday from

CARTvWS GROCERY

pro-du-

a. m. to 9

m.
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PROFESSIONAL.

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. ,
Department of the Interior, U. MS.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
January 12, 1922.
NOTICE ia hereby given that Max
Roaenbaum, heir for the heirs of William Rosenbaum, deceised, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who, on April 22, 1919,
made Homestead Entry, No. 036022,
for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 and EV4 Wtt and
EVi, Section 30, Township 9 N., Range
15 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make proof on
Feb. 24, 1922. to establish claim of the
heirs to the land above described, under the provisions of Sec. 2, of the
Act of July 28. 1917 (40 Stat. 248)
upon the ground that the homesteader
died while actually engaged in, the
military service of the United States.
Claimant names as witnesses: Arnold M. Rosenbaum and Etta H. Rosenbaum, all of Brooklyn, N. Y.
A. M. BERGERE,
to
Register.

MARTIN St CHAPMAN,
by said promissory note,
together with the additional sum of
Attorneya-At-Laand
10
of such principal
interest,
as attorney's fees and all costs and
OFFICES:
expenses of the foreclosure of said
the
personal propermortgage; that
Gallup, New Mexico.
said
ty mentioned in and covered by Five
One
follows:
as
ia
mortgage
Passenger, 1919 Model Overland AuDR. E. PARK SELLARD
tomobile, Engine No. 81077, now in
said
of
the
the possession
mortgagee
Registered Optometrist
at his home at Allison, in the County Latest
Eulpment for Properly Teat
New
of
Mexico;
of McKinley, State
tag Eyes
to
elected
has
that the said mortgagee
POST0FFICE BUILDING
and by these presents does declare
the said mortgage breached by the
failure of said mortgagors to keep
RUIZ St OVER50N
and perform the terms and conditions
thereof and to foreclose the .iaid chat
Attorneys-At-Latel mortgage in accordance with the
terms and provisions thereof, NOW
Practice in all Courts of
THEREFORE
evidenced

w

dodsred or explained away, are
too heavy, oppose the buses.
"But as a precautionary
measure, people are requested
to have a law passed that will
impose an adequate tax on
these carriers in each county,
the same as the railroads are
taxed, of course in proportion
to their activities and business,
which woud relieve the prop-

erty owners."

Gilroy Gazette

"Besides practically ruining:
the business of the suburban
lines, these jitney and truck
lines are putting an additional
burden on the taxpayers by destroying the highways.
"The state owns the highIS HEREBY
and if there is any profit
PUBLIC NOTICE
ways
New Mexico and Arizona
GIVEN, That the said mortgagee, L.
to be made in hauling freight
O. Carmichael, will, at the hour of
and passengers over it the tax10:00 o'clock A. M., on the 7th day
EDMUND R. FRENCH
payers who build and" sustain
of March, 1922, at the front door of
Lawyer
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the roads are entitled to it."
the McKinley County Court House,
in the County of McKin- Member Bar: Supreme Court Unite
Department of the Interior, U. S. at Gallup,
Tracy Press:
and
States, Supreme Court of New
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., ley, New Mexico, offer for salebidder
Mexico.
best
and
to
granted the
the
sell
"Stages are
1922.
highest
January 12,
public auction, all of the hereinprivilege of traveling beside
205 Coal Avenue.
Office:
NOTICE is hereby given that Ro- at
before described mortgaged property.
the railroad tracks for miles,
man Murrieta, of San Rafael, N. M.,
Dated at Gallup, New Mexico, this
numt-steamaue
WHO on April
the same territory
Zi, mil,
serving
M.
D.
1922.
of
31st
M.
W.
SHERIDAN,
day
January,
EV4
Entry, No. 028504, for WV4
road in years gone
the
which
0.
L,
CARMICHAEL,
Practice Limited to:
NWV4; EV4 SW4; WVfc NE14;
Mortgagee.
by has helped to develop. This
9 N.,
Diseases and
SE14; Section 28, Township
(1085)
is the only instance we know of
Diseases of the Skin
Range 9 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Three
Wasserman laboratory in Connection where one public utility corpoNOTICE OF SUIT.
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
PHONE 866
ration is allowed to compete
land above described, before U. S. In the District Court of the State of
Citizens Bank Building
with another in territory that
New Mexico Within and for the
at Grants, Valencia
Commissioner,
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
is being properly cared for."
County of McKinley.
Co., N. M., on the 24th day of FebruGREGORIO SALAZAR,
ary, 1922.
Ceres Courier:
DR. G. A. TRENNER
Plaintiff,
Claimant names as witnesses: Jose
chambers of com"The
No. 1776.
vs.
R. Mirabal, J. A. Padilla, Agabino
merce, boards of trade and
Blea and Merigildo Ortiz, all of San NEPONUCENA ARAGON de
EYE SPECIALIST
d

Genito-Urinar- y

N. M.

Rafael,

SALAZAR,

A. M.

to

At F. W. Wurm Jewelry Store

Defendant.
BERGERE,
Register. TO THE DEFENDANT ABOVE

NAMED:
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED
S. that the above entitled cause is pendM.M. ELLISON
and
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., ing in the above entitled Court,ComDENTIST.
that the Plaintiff has filed a
January 27, 1922.
Clinic
he
Gallup
seeks
which
in
Dioni-ciyou,
against
plaint
NOTICE is hereby given that
Hours: 9 to 12 A. M., 1 to 6 P. M.
Garcia, of Cubero, N. M who, on a divorce upon the ground of
Sundays and Evenings by AppoinJan. 23, 1917, made Homestead Entry,
tment
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED
10,
No. 03034!), for NEK, Section
unless you enter your appearGallup, New Mexico,
Township 10 N., Range 8 W.. N. M. that, herein on
or before the 15th day
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- ance
tion to make Three Year Proof, to es- of April, 1922, judgment by default
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
you.
tablish claim to the land above de- will be entered against
of
Plaintiff's
address
of The Methodist Church
and
name
The
Pastor
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner,
is A. M. Edwards, Santa
Residence 300 3rd Street.
at Seboyeta, Valencia Co., N. M., on Attorney Mexico.
Fe, New
Phone No. 288.
the 15th day of March, 1122.
C. M. ROUSE,
AlClaimant names as witnesses: Mon-tanAt Home in the Study 8 to 11:30 A. M.
and
Clerk
o
County
bino Sabedia, Luiz Dias, Alojio
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
Clerk of the District Court
and Nabor Gonzales, all of Cu- (Seal)
of McKinley County, New
At Your Service At All Hours.
bero, N. M.
Mexico,
A. M. BERGERE,
to Mar 4, '22.
to
Register. (1100) 4t.
(1081) 5t

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U.
NOTICE

--

o

abon-donme-

io

2--

J. S. MORROW

4

In the Probate Court Within and For
the County of McKinley and
State of New Mexico.
No. 17!).
In the Mattter of the
Estate of George T. Brown,
Deceased.
NOTICE OF HEARING ITON ADMINISTRATRIX' FINAL REPORT
DISFOR
PETITION
AND
CHARGE.
IS HEREBY GIVEN,
NOTICE
That the above entitled court bus si t
the hour of 10:00 o'clock A. M., on the
6th day of March, 1922, at the court's
chambers McKinley County Court
House, Gallup, New Mexico, as the
time and place fixed for the hearing
of any anil all objections, if any there
be to the final report and petition for
discharge heretofore filed herein by
the undersigned as administratrix of
the above entitled estate, and for the
purpose of hearing any objections, if
any there be to any matter or thing,
touching the administration of said

estate

MARY JANE BROWN,

Estate of George
(1073)

2-- 4

to

T.

Preacher

(solemnly)

Rastus,

do

yo' take dis here woman for better
or for worse? Rastus (from force of
habit) Parson, Ah shoots it all.
Wayside Tales.

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

HERALD WANTS
FOR QUICK

GREETINGS:
GIVEN,
HEREBY
NOTICE KS
That that certain chattel
mortgage
made, executed, acknowledged and delivered on the 5th day of October,
1921, by the said H. H. Bailey and
Bertha Bailey, his wife, as mortgagors, to L. O. Carmichael, as mortgagee, and filed for record at 2:15
o'clock P. M., on October 5th, 1921,
of the
in the office of the Clerk
County of McKinley, New Mexico, nnd
given to secure the payment of a
promissory note signed by said mortgagors as makers of even date of said
mortgage and payable sixty days after date thereof to the order of I.. O.
Carmichael, in the principal sum of
Two. Hundred Fifty ($250.00) Dollars, together with interest , thereon
at the rate of 8
per annum from
date thereof, has been by said mortgagors breached and the covenants
and agreements of said chattel mortgage have been violated by the said
mortgagors; and that there is now
due and owing1 from said mortgagors
to said mortgagee, the indebtedness

large.'

'The

Osteopathic Phy.'ician

DISEASES
RATES)

Ptr 8 point tyi line, 10 eentj each 1mu.
Counting 6 word prr lin. Cuh moat ac-- 1
company order, and I careful to pay for ill
liMrtinn wanted.

'

'

COMMERCIAL
HOTEL

Rubber stamps, any style or size-le- ave
orders at Gallui Herald office.

"After Highways Are
Pounded to Pieces

(Continued from Page 2

(400-110-

,

J.R.

GAINES

the other hand, will pick up
any untried youngster with a
chauffeur's license, who knows
enough to shift the levers on a
big auto bus, and send him out

engineer, fireman, conductor, brakeman and flagman,
with a dozen or more lives in
his keeping and trust to luck
nnH
Providence that
he gets to the end of his run
without killing some one'."
San Jose Mercury:
"When you ride your motor
car to San Francisco from San
Jose just make a mental note
of the number of heavy motor
trucks, heavily freighted, that
pass you and that you pass,
and the number of passenger
motors and you will then learn
how
perhaps for the first time
rapidly difficulties are mounting for the railroads. You hear
a roar behind you and you
quickly swerve out of the way.
The giant, loaded with from
twenty to thirty passengers,
passes by challenging the
rights of all others to the highway. You scarcely got under
when another
way again
dreadnought warns you that it
as

WHAT?"
Col,

6).

svstem of the hisrhwavs that
the people of this state have al
ready constructed, and those
proposed to be constructed. If
loaded trucks are to be
FOR RF.NT Furnished house for heavily
to use them and desallowed
L.
D.
Ave.
W.
500
rent.
Maloney
then these truck
them
Dean.
troy
.should be made to
companies
Wanted to hear
FARM WANTED
the cost of the highways'
from owner of a farm for sale, ttivo pay
L.
anil
Jones,
upkeep."
lowest price,
possession.
Ilux f)51, Olney, III.
Antioch Ledger:
"If merchants and farmers
PROFESSIONAL.
as well feel their business will
be increased to such an extent
by the coming of the motor
dJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
passenger buses they can well
S afford to pay the extra ex!
road upkeep, then by
1 pense of
DENTIST
all means urge the supervisors
E
Over Wurm'i Jewelry Store
1
not to oppose them. If, on the
Gallup, N. M.
other hand, they feel that the
SiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiir:
added taxes, which cannot be
Few young choice Jersey cows, now fresh, for sale. Apply
to the lluena Vista Dairy, or to C.
F. Prather.

FOR SALE

at

" 'The stage companies on

-- Adv.

FOR SALE A bargain. 80 acres improved irrigated land, 5 miles from
Springer, N. M. 20 acres alfalfa.
Can be handled for
Good schools.
part cash. See F. J. Dermer, 127 Terrace Ave, poKtoffice, General Delivery, Gallup, N. M.

co.npanie

least five highly-traine- d
employes on every
train they run. These men are
required to pass examinations
periodically, and to demonstrate their fitness for their positions every hour of the day.
One fall down and some one
else gets their job.'
place

ACUTE and CHRONIC
ADVERTISING

railroad

of the United States,' says the
Inde,x, 'are required by law to

DR. MERVINE

IGTH

Administratrix, WANTED Position by lady for ofBrown, Deceased. fice or clerical work. Get information nt this office,

TO II. H. BAILEY AND BERTHA
AND TO
BAILEY, HIS WIFE.
ALL OTHER PERSONS CLAIMING ANY RIGHT, TITLE Oil INTEREST IN OR TO THE MORTGAGED PROPERTY HEREINAFTER DESCRIBED,

Accountant
McKinley County Bank Building

commercial Dodies of all kinds
throughout the state, are passing drastic resolutions in oppo
sition to the indiscriminate
orrnntinor of nermits for freight
trucks to operate along lines of
rail communication,
lne reason for this does not mean that
these commercial bodies are
being influenced by the railroad corporations, but conveys
the deeper meaning that the
business men of the country
realize that the development
of California is more largely
due to the building of railroads
than any other single factor."
Anaheim Gazette:
"Commenting on the campaign, started by District Attorney Frederick Swart of San
Mateo county, California, to
regulate auto stages and force
them to obey traffic laws, the
Salinas (California) Index in
an editorial states that the
movement will receive full
support from 'the people at

All-Win-

e

it Dcsr4

i

l
the meantime a Dos Palo Start
"Just why we shoud pay
half dozen loaded trucks have
passed you going the other trucking and transooratiaa
companies the tame amuont for
way.
"You of course know that hauling our freight as we do
your beautiful electric subur- the railroads, and then fun&h
ban service in Santa Clara them with expensive, fin,
county is running far behind paved roads to run over, wklU
expenses, that even your city railroads are compelled to
lines are scarcely keeping even build their own highways and
with overhead. You know, too maintain them, has never been
that the steam roads are con- clear to us."
stantly coming to the rescue of St Helena Start
the electric roads, else the lat",We recently motored
ter would soon disappear from through the San Joaquin Valthe highways and be no more. ley and there saw many South"The anomalous angle of the ern Pacific trains pass aimed
difficulty lies in the fact that empty, while dozens of motor
the very roads over which the buses passed us crowed with
motor busses and freight trucks passengers. The writer does not
run are maintained very large own stock in public utilities,,
ly by the ralroads themselves, but as a citizen we can see how
for no corporations in the state fads and fancies, imiginary or
pay anything like the same real grievances, all contributratio of taxes."
ing to lack of patronage of utilRialto Record:
ities, will cause a curtailment,
"At last it would seem that of service heretofore enjoyed
the proper officials are equipp and which once discontinued,
ed with adequate rules to re- - will be very difficult to have)
';
guate the weight of loaded resumed.
trucks which traverse the Petaluma Poultry Journal t '
highways, and as a result of the
"The State Railroad Compassing of the new ordinances mission authorized the Ocean
regulating vehicle weights, it is Shore Railroad Company , to
probable that the evil which discontinue permanently ser
has damaged hundreds of miles vice on its northern division
of pavement in the State will which extends from San Franbe wiped out in the near cisco to Tunitas, San Mateo
future."
county, and to dismantle and
Riverside Enterprise:
dispose or its property.
"California highways are "The commission's opion was
not standing up under the traf- written by Commisso ner
fic imposed upon them by Frank R. Devlin. It says:
heavily loaded trucks. These
"'When we find .the situa
truck owners, are not paying tion such as the present one,
their proportionate share of where a railroad offers reasonsuch upkeep. On the other ably good transporation facilihand, the railroads not only ties, with scarcely sufficient
have to keep up their rights of traffic to support its operation
way, but tribute more heavily and the traffic producing popthan any other one factor to ulation of the territory served
the State income.
elect to adopt a competitive
"The day cannot come too mode of shipping whether Ay
quickly when the final status privately operated or common
of the auto lines and their carrier trucks and automobiles,
scope as contrasted with elec- then it must be apparent that
tric and steam lines, is definite- the railroad must of necessity
ly established by statute."
cease its operation.'
Pasadena Post:
"While it may have been the
"Latterlv the automobile has fashion at one time to say,
appeared in the form of a bus 'Damn the railroads,' the que- that invades the field of the ition now arises, would we like
rail lines, and possibly gets the to have the trains discontinued
cream of the business.
and the tracks taken up?
"Railroad officials complain Would the residents of Sonothat this is not fair, and man- ma, Marin, Mendocino and
ifestly they have good grounds Humbolt counties like to read
for their contention. The bus an item similar to the one
transporation is carried on at above quoted but with the
relatively trifling expenditure, name of the Petaluma and
and in some instances plies Santa Rosa electric or the
along pavements that the rail- Northwestern Pacific substiroads are obliged by the terms tuted for the Ocean Shore?"
of their charters to help keep Santa Paula Chronicle t
in repair."
"The Chronicle holds no
Long Beach Press:
brief
for the Southern Pacific
fiften
or
"Pavements laid
but fair play
Railway
teen years ago, when the motor is fair Company
And it
all
times.
at
play
vehicle was merely a pleasure is a
that
fact
beyond
question
car and of comparatively light we of this
the
are
giving
valley
weight, cannot withstand the
hot
end
the
company
railway
traffic placed upon them by of
so to speak. In bad weaththe ponderous machines that er it,
use the passenger trains
we
now rival steam line3 in the of
in our journeys
the
company
character and volume of their to and from Los
Angeles and
trade.
California
Southern
other
"The only recourse seems to
in fine weather we go
be to limit heavy trucks to spec- points,
stage or by privately
ified roadways, built for the by autoauto.
In other words we
owned
purpose."
mnke n rnnvenience of the nasV
San Juan News:
service of the railway
"Chambers of Commerce, senger
In
of freight transmatter
the
Merchants' Associations and
we do even worst
beportation
are
bodies
civic
generally
for we, almost without excepginning to see the folly of the tion, have handed over out
and
movement
Truck'
'Ship by
freight hauling to the transfer
they are now franticaly calling companies.
We pay these trans
rail.
to
ship by
upon everbody
fer
companines
just the same
AH this is because they have
are
rates
as
by; the
charged
to
realization
the
awakened
w
the
For
former,
railway.
that they are dependent on the
fine- - paved roai
a
maintain
and
service
and
their
railroads
building new road J
that in order to secure the lat- system,
whenever
necessary, while th
busi
their
must
ter they
give
are
latter
given no assistance
ness to the railroad company
in
thU
particular."
some
to
itinerant
instead of
truckman, who are here today Sonoma Expositors
"That some action muct t :
and gone tomorrow."
taken to regulate auto tr;:' :
Dixon Tribune:
'
"All the stages will not go and auto bus
r
morexxiout of business, but they should becoming
'
be brought under more limita- parent as time rizrri X !
cf
tr
tion and made to pay taxes or new means
freight and
licenses commensurate to

is coming, in
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Mrs. Thomas Tally is in the city;
visiting with her sitter, Mrs. w. u.j
Cornell and family.

i

WWW

Mrs. T. C. Folson, who has been:
quite ill, has recovered and is outi
among her friends strain.

of th Thursday Oub
cr'irUiMd t lk bom of Mr.
ti. Cm on Tbuiwiiy aftornopn,
1
9. Four Ubln of bridge
"jrrr
for tbe afternoon '
i 1 1- tbo
izJ Lrs. W. B. Johnsonlunch waa
vtaor. A doKgbtful
ThoMi
prment
fXiti ry-- tbo booMos.
W. D. Cornell, J. R.
dm.
E.
A.
DaviM,
f Jam, F. 8. Lawrcnw,

Mr. and Mrs. Sciemund Haas will!
return to Gallao on the first of next
week after a honeymoon spent in eas- tern cities.

feaCrisp new Taffetas and Canton Crepes,
in neck lines, sleeves,
turing all the new style effects
trimmings and combination of colors. Refreshingly

WWW

CLUB.

TU

r?

different, and extremely good values at

www.

m

Robert
Messrs. Wesley Palmer,
Williams and Kenneth Sully were!
among those of Gibson who attended

t

yn.

the New
Spring Models

improved.

jnurrasj
odd mu at im

TZUZ2DAY

Hoop-L- a.

$16.50 to $34.75

wwwwho

is in the
Mr. Ben Wilson,
Charles Ilfeld store at Zuni, is vi-- !
hing with bis family in the city fur
a few days.
w
w
Mrs. Haynes of rrescott 1" in the
'
city vwiting with her son Raymond
PAST NATIONS CLUB.
days and is a guest
:Krs. W. R. Crogar waa charming Haynes forB.a few
Johnson residence.
at the W,
Um
Past
of
members
Um
to
oj
I

.
Eton. T. F. Smalling , JL
A. W. RobrrUon, W. E.
4 Urtt, C. C Manning, A. T. Hannett,
J vina Bark., H. Moses, T. Tally, W.
U Johnson, WRCrffar.

K

L.

"anklta,

.

1

"TO

ft,

(

at the

Worth While Services. His sub.
Ject will be "Eduction for Americans.M

b4 took ub most of tbo afternoon
a Hocb waa served. Thooo en-t- - afternoon wtrt: Mesdames
irLJr U Fft, F. Ketner, J. M.
J
U. 0. Vutoon, F. L. Evsi.
mortfng will bo held at the
Um of Kt F. 1 Exam.
'
WCaAKS QRCLE.
..
TTmaaai Circle aict. at tbo hos-- r'

rrJ

.Jm
Ltta

Mrs.

J.

and

BUYING

SELLING

MOST

MOST

WE

WE
SELL

BUY
FOU
LESS

www

it

u

i

on Wednesday night Feb. 22.

maidens,

sailor

lads, cannibals,

cap- -

tain, kinp and queen, and the wild
Mrs. George M. Leghorn and two women, there was plenty of song, wit
suns, Richard snd Kenneth, of Boston, and humorous jokes. The "end men"
and nun Ruth Lerchc of Scranton, were at all times lively and awake,
I'enn.. accompanied by Mr. J. M. Sully furnishing fun for the audience. The
have been here visiting with the lat- - feveral specialty acts were fully
son, Kenneth Sully of Gibson.
predated, the choruses were full of
(.nap and ginger, and last was the car- Mr. J. B. Rogers and his assistant, nivul which consisted of a bearded
Mr. Perkins, who directed the Ki-- lady, snake charmer, strong team, fat
wanis show "Hoop-La,- "
and helped to lady, ;he balloon man, the fortune
make it a success, left on Wednesday teller, country hicks, city flappers and
afternoon lor Phoenix, where they! the carnival "crier," who had a good
will direct a show for some local club. ' line and exercised a full and volum- ap-te- rs

!

j

inous voice. All who saw it say it
was the best show yet, and with a
packed house each nicht goes to prove
the same. The Hex Orchestra played
the musical numbers and during

.

termwsions.

!

-

Betty Comr won in
"THE LA V AND THE
wOMAN.
Chester Two Reel Comedy,
"Man vs. Woman"
Current Weekly Events.
KCNDAY
Cotanct Tslmadge in
"WEDDING BELLS"
Two Reel Comedy,
THE DUMB BELL."
TUESDAY

Repeating
"WEDD&C BELLS."
WEDNESDAY
UnrverMl 8pecial,
HARRY CAREY in
"THE FOX." (t reels)
Snub Pollard Comedy.

T2UR8DAY
RMeating
"TJiE FOX."
F1UDAT
Marie Provoat in
"DONT GET PERSONAL"
Dttmar Animal and Cartoon.
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
SATURDAY
Robtrtaon-Col- f
Special
"POSSESSION" (7
I
Two
Comedy,
"THE STORK'S MISTAKE."
Current Weekly Event.

Rr

ml)

-

m

&

FOR

-

incorporated

.

LESS

312 DEPARTMENT STORES.

NEW MEXICO

SPEND

$43,150,000

Cut Price on New Shoes
25 OFF

I

LUNCHEON.
Mrs. Hartley waa hoiteni to an Informal luncheon on TuMtluy at her
Mr. F. L. Moore, who for the past
borne on West Altec. Covers were
laid for the Mesdame Horace Mow. scvcrnl years has been in very poor
F. B. Maple, Henderson, B. II, Finley, health, tett on Thursday morning fori
ana uu isyior.
the Springs in California. It is
that a milder climate mav he
to him. He will be gone
9OOO00000O0000000OOO0n t of benefit
tor a monin.
61
Mr.
Leaden, who fcr the past
several months has been in the hospital as the result of a very serious
operation, is down town this week for
the first time. He is looking much
improved and will be out of the hospital in the next ten days,

SUNDAY-

ii ii

GALLUP

'

for next week

n

i

The newly organized "Mens Club"

V

PROGRAM

w

nmj

has been pnntphoned for a week on moment the curtain went up, until
account of the several other club meet- - the laM act v. as over. The eood shrp
was the setting of the
ings next week and will meet at the! "Hoop-La- "
home or Mr. and Mrs. 11. ii. iSeeson. min.tral anrl uifVi all tka tirutfl Bailor

"HOOP LA" DANCE.
dance given last
The "Hoop-Inight in tbe City club was one of tl
kest dances that baa been given by
tbo club this winter. A krge crowd
waa in attendance, tbe music was bettor than usual and ercryone swnu'l
to bave the dancing fever. There mill
bo another given this week and every-on- e
la invited to come and make '.he
evening an enjoyable one,

Rex Theater

$19.75 to $34.75

www

Mrs. J. H. McCamant
moved to their ranch st Chavez the
first of the week. The McCamant
have been residents in Gallup for;
several years and their friends will
be sorry of their departure.
Mr.

semi-tailore-

self-strap-

M. Jackson,

Parent-Teacher-

SEWING CLUB.
Members of the Sewing Club mvt
witb Mra. L. A. King in her home on
Tbonday afternoon. The afternoon
was enjoyably snent in converMiUun
ad lewiBg and refreshmfnta were
owed at tbe dose of the afternoon,
laoae present were: Mesdames i. A.
Payne. J. Jj Carman, Clarke Kintr,
O. iCahn, James Watson, Kowler, K.
H. Haggard, 0. H. Cotch ami Wins
Makrt

Smart, Serviceable Fabric

There's a Pleasing Style at Almost Any Desired Price

H--

i

'

fascinating display of the new season's styles, featuring
d
creations.
the new box, ripple, tailored and
The
s,
stitching and embroidery.
Trimmings of
workmanship, tailoring and quality of the materials are of
the character customarily found in suits that are priced much
higher.

.

A

$12.50 to $24.75

accompanied
her daughter, Carolyn, left on
Delong. on by
Concordia, Kansas, where
afternoon. More than fort: Monday for to
make an extended visit
expects
wore oreaont and a oeityntrui she
with relatives.
program bum op tbo afternoon en
w
w
(wtabuRowt Tbo booaa waa beotlfully
s
met at the
The '
oratod in Valantlnea and the decor-jb- o new
High School building on rnrtay.
were carried out in the lunch
special pro- tarred by tbe bo ton. Mr. Arthur night, February. 10. A Mr.
was enjoyed and
Wagner
ltrbtll 'and Mra. Guy Waltcra were gram
of Las Vegas gave a very interesting
aotiktant boateaaea.
talk.
boBM of Mra. A.

Velours, Polairo Cloth, Chinchillas and Bolivias in the new
or
sport effects as well as for street wear. They orhave beltednew
buttons,
loose back; some trimmed with straps, stitching
pocket effects, etc. Either lined throughout, half lined or
unlined. Lengths 36 to 45 inches. In tans and the bright shades
for sport wear.

and Mrs.
Mr. George Anderson
Laura Eubank, both of Crown Point
were united in marriage on Thursday
morning. Rev. L. A. Stark preformed
the cermony.

Uint
' "o

Suits Late Spring Models

The Fashionable Material

w
w
Attorney J. W. Chspman will give
the opening address on Sunday night

dob teat Friday afternoon,
to bar bomo on Altec awnue.
aaa TkKiBf among old time

New Spring Effects

Coats

i

1

Dresses

j

Voaburff

TtUUj

.

Women's and Misses

rnim

mL.

.

.

order at the

of guch exceptiona

has been sick the past
week, though at this time she is much

CALTMDAR.

ri

...

Mr. Vincent Martin, of the Kabn;
force, la reported to be quite ill at his

Mn

fSillHCK Appto 0

Ir

.

Mr. A. I. Reidling of Albuquerque
is in the city for a few days.

h0m- -

still briniiB

V kJOM BBrtt

L

fjenw

i.a

-

y Kwa, but

an inspiration
authoritatively exemplified in this early

of Coats,

our advance Spring
Milady will find selection from
of fas10"a.e
decrees
and a pleasure. The latest style
the reacft ox an.
within
easily
are
while
prices
showing,
able to provide vam
We are particularly fortunate m being
very threshold of a new season.

trf

r1

-

0.

E. S..
Tbo McKinley Chapter,
in reRular sesnion on Mondeyj
met
a An initimtinn was
c..t
t i to lire.
.
facing of leal, bold, after whkh a dehcioua lunch
ai
htr.
waa served. This was the first initito port awsjr tfc ation since the new officers have been
v
snd the work was put on in
fa!
mnmt in a world Ukc ainstalled
splendid manner.

Hi

L

r

in An Advance Preoentahon
Suits and Dresses

b.

TAKE YOUR WIFE.

ON

BETTERMENTS

CHICAGO,

Feb.

6

The

Santa Fe railway Bystem will
spend $43,150,000 for improvements and betterments
during

1922, according

to a

statement made today by W.
B. Storey, president.
This amount exceeds the
1921 expenditure by $8,150,-00-

First Class Shoe Repairing
Absolutely Guaranteed

PRESIDENT J. H. WAGNER

Automobile Upholstering

0,

officials announced.

Dr. J. H.

Wagner, president

of the State Normal University
at Lns Vegas, addressed the
s
Association at
the new High School auditorium last night. Dr. Wagner's
visit to Gallup and McKinley
county marks new and additional interest in our educational work, and shows that
McKinley county is among the
first in the State as to interest
F'arent-Teacher-

Io

Next Thursday evening at 7
o'clock you are invited to invite your wife to accompany you to the Harvey house
for the regular weekly Kiwanis eats, then take her to
Word was received the first tt the
week, reporting the operation of Mr. the City Club and dance (with
r.o Lewis, who has been in Albuau..r. the other man's wife), all for in education.
B que for the past several weeks on
the good of mixing and mingl-in91 count of his health. He underwent tha
and becoming better ac- GALLUP STATE BANK
operation in fine shape and is im
one with the other-- it's
HAS NEW CASHIER
proving rapidly. He expects to be quainted
the Kiwanis way don't
back In Gallup in a short time.
Wednesday of this week J.
fcrget it.
Plans to celebrate the "Hoop-La- "
H. Cooper of Denver arrived
show success are being made for
and took up his duties as cashFORUM MEETING
next inursday night, Feb. 1C. A ban
Next Tuesday night at 7 ier of the Gallup State Bank.
qwt will be held at the El Navajo
ana a nance ai me Uty Club will fol o'clock at City Club the Cham- Mr. Cooper comes highly reclow. aii me members of the cast. ber of
Commerce Forum Club ommended as a man of the
aiso cnoruses ana specialties who took
will
and each member ;s highest type and with ripe exmeet,
i iii mc mow wm oe nigniy enter
Utned by the Kiwanis Club. It will urged to bring out every mem- perience as a banker. His conbe a gaia ariair.
ber of the family for the occa- nection with the Gallup State
will add strength to this alThe Xiwanii Club seem to be noted sion.
The Chamber of Commerce ready popular financal instituor their successful undertakings and
wnen me loea of the hiwanians put Forum is the
e
of the tion.
k vu m mow was voiced, it was McKinley County Chamber of
wineo a good one.
"
which
MORE IMPROVEMENTS
organization, and
m shown at the Strand Theatre on Commerce
Monday and Tuesday nieht. was tho the Forum meetings are for all.
The McKinley County Cham0
fll show hit of the season, and one of the
has been
very cest home talents ever staged in GIBSON SCHOOLS CLOSED ber of Commerce
called upon to help find a
Gallup. Due praise must be given
What appeared to be a number of first-claMr. J. B. Rogers, who was st all time
carpenpatient, and good natured in his work threatening epidemic of influ- ters, these
workmen are wantss director, and the Kiwanis Club enza was
the
cause
of
County ed by the Santa Fe for the
strork the keynote of the show's success when they were able to obtain his Health Officer Dr. H. G. Will- - building of a number of storservices,
Every member of the Ki- son to close the Gibson public age coal bins
along their lines
wanis Club must receive praise also, schools for this week. A num in
the vicinity of Gallun Wil
for was not every one of them willing ber of cases
of aggravated in. low, Albuquerque and
k'P ut the show
Belen.
"over"! And as a result of their fluenza and the "grip" were The work on these bins will
in
Gibson
I never tiring energy, the show did
the early probably last for six or seven
reported
big. it was a scream from the pat of the week.
months.
-

IF YOU DO YOUR OWN SHOE REPAIRING
WE CAN
SELL YOU THE MATERIAL AND
SUPPLIES
IF YOUR SHOES DON'T

FIT

Or Hurt Your Feet Bring Them to Me
and I Will Exchange Them for New Shoes That Will Fit Don't Ruin
Your Feet When You Can Wear
Proper Fitting Shoes.
Come and see how cheap
you can buy Good Shoes from
Today ALL PURCHASES STRICTLY CASH.

p

Paris Shoe Store

Shop

g

The Largest Exclusive Shoe
and Hosiery Store in Town
JOSEPH ARTESI, Prop.

201

s

3rd Street.

body-whol-

THE GALLUP CLEANERS
& DYERS

Hoop-U,-

Th Best Work In
Quick Service.

ss

the City.

We Know How.

Auto Delivery.

PHONE 84K.

Tl

.

urowne a vnm..
i
about whaHh;
were a man. TowneWMi
in

,

'UlTlBeil

woman.

..

The new
at the ob- servatory was watching some one ufr
ing the big telescope. Just then
star fell. "Begorra,1 he said to himj
a self, "that felly sure is a crack shot

w,rdoe. J
...

Life.

were

night-watchm-

Toronto Goblin.

,

.

